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Welcome to the **Vaccine Choice** training for **Electronic Vaccine Inventory (EVI)** system sponsored by the **Texas Vaccines for Children (TVFC)** program!

Upon logging into your TVFC EVI account, you will see a new tab titled **Update Choice**. This tab contains functionality to allow you to review and make changes to your vaccine choices at various times during the year.

**Update Choice**

The purpose of this training is to outline the contents of the **Update Choice** tab and the functionality in EVI. When you are notified of the opportunity to update your vaccine choices, please do so immediately! This tab and its functionality are activated for **two weeks only**!

**Important:**

- If it is your month to order, it is recommended you order **before** making any changes to your vaccine choices.
- Placing your order first will avoid your order being delayed or placed on backorder.
- If you have no changes to make, **you do not have to do anything!** Your existing choices remain intact.
- All providers are encouraged to review the listed vaccine choices to assure that each ‘vaccine family’ needed to service their patient population is chosen!
- If your maximum stock level is 30 doses or less for any ‘vaccine family,’ it is recommended you choose only one brand/presentation.
- Choosing only one brand/presentation allows EVI to return the correct **Suggested Quantity** and avoids the risk of overstocking!
### Vaccine Choice - Changes / Additions

To update your vaccine choices, click on the **Update Choice** tab.

1. **Vaccine**: Review the vaccines available based on your TVFC enrollment as a pediatric/adolescent only provider, adult only provider, or both.

2. **Choice %**: For each vaccine, enter a percentage from 0% - 100%.

3. **Total for Group**: Be sure the total percentage per group is 0% or 100%.

---

**Important:**

- **Choice %** -
  - If the maximum stock level for a vaccine is 30 or less, it is recommended you choose **one** brand/presentation.
  - Choose all appropriate vaccines for your patient population.
  - Always verify you have adequate storage for **all** vaccine choices.
  - For any 'vaccine family' with only one brand/presentation you **must** indicate 100% if you wish to receive this vaccine. Example: DT has one brand/presentation available, if you wish to receive DT Pedi must indicate 100% under **Choice %**.

---

**VACCINES**
Build your child's health
**Name of Person Approving Changes:** Enter the first initial and last name as well as the date to identify when the choices were completed.

**Submit:** Click the Submit button to save your changes.

**Print:** After saving, the system refreshes the page. Scroll to the bottom of the page to print your choices by clicking the Print button.

**Important:**
If the corrections/additions you made are not on your printed copy, please click on the Update Choice tab and repeat the necessary steps to make your corrections.
**Error Message: Total Percentages**

If *Total for Group* is anything other than 0% or 100%, an error message appears identifying the vaccine group with the error.

![Error Message]

Scrolling back up the page reveals an asterisk by the wrong *Total for Group* (as shown above left).

**Important:**

For any vaccine family with only one brand/presentation you **must** indicate 100% if you wish to receive the vaccine.
Error Message: No Name / Date

If you do not complete Name of Person Approving Changes: you receive the following error message.

Scrolling down the page reveals an asterisk by the blank field, as shown above left.

Important:

Enter the first initial, last name and date your choices were updated!
Vaccine Choice - Review - No Changes

If you wish to keep your existing choices, you do not need to do anything! If you wish to review and print for your records, click the Update Choice tab to review contents and complete Name of Person Approving Changes.

1. **Vaccine**: Review the list of all vaccines available based on your TVFC enrollment as a pediatric/adolescent only provider, an adult only provider or both.

2. **Choice %**: Review the brand/presentation and % of your current choices.

3. **Total for Group**: Review the totals to ensure each 'vaccine family' is 0% or 100%.

---

Important:

**Choice %**
- If the maximum stock level for a vaccine is 30 or less, it is recommended you choose one brand/presentation.
- Choose all appropriate vaccines for your patient population.
- Always verify you have adequate storage for all vaccine choices.
- For any 'vaccine family' with only one brand/presentation you must indicate 100% if you wish to receive this vaccine. Example: DT has one brand/presentation available, if you wish to receive DT Pedi must indicate 100% under Choice %.

---
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### Name of Person Approving Changes:
To print, you must enter the first initial and last name of the person reviewing as well as today’s date to identify when the choices were reviewed.

### Submit:
To allow the system to save your name and date and activate the print functionality.

### Print:
Once the system saves your name and date, you can print the contents of your **Update Choice** screen.
Vaccine Choice - Changes on Place Order

Next time you place an order, your choices for each vaccine will show in the **Vaccine To Be Shipped** column.

**Important:**

- The ability to update choices will occur several times during the year.
- Once notified, your office has only two weeks to update/change your choices.
- If you do not wish to make any changes, no action is required on your part.
- If it is your month to order, it is recommended you order before making any changes to your vaccine choices.
- Placing your order first will avoid your order being delayed or placed on backorder.
- If you choose only one brand/presentation of any 'vaccine family' with a maximum stock level of 30 doses or less you will avoid the risk of overstocking!
Help or Questions

This completes the EVI training on Vaccine Choice. If you have questions or need technical assistance, please contact your responsible entity or the Vaccine Call Center at 1-888-777-5320.